Ant Picnic by Students Discover

Level: Any
Duration: 1-2 Hours
Lesson webpage: studentsdiscover.org/lesson/ant-picnic

Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Describe diet preferences for ants by using different food types to attract ants.
Categorize food types by the quality of nutrients that they provide.
Quantify ant abundance based on food sources and quality.
Understand patterns of food quality and attractiveness to ants by constructing a two-way table of food
quality and number of ants present.
Identify ant diversity at each food source.  (Optional)

Introduction
Diet preferences and needs for humans are well documented, however we are still learning about the diet
preferences of ants in different parts of the world. Ultimately, the diet preferences of organisms influence not
just those organisms but also the rate at which different foods (be they crops, pests, or anything else) are consumed. Students will explore the diet preferences of ants by setting out prescribed ant food baits, collecting

the baits and counting the ants present at each bait and location. Students will then categorize the food types
offered to ants and construct a table relating food quality/type to the number of ants present. This lesson
provides opportunities for students to work in small groups and as a whole class to explore their schools and
establish an ecological place-consciousness relative to their own neighborhoods by exploring the ant diversity
on their playground.  The data collected will be uploaded to a database so that others can learn more about
ant diet preferences in their area and so that results can be compared among schools to understand the general laws of who eats what where around the world.
Several extension activities include: identifying ant diversity at each site and bringing favorite food items from
home to see how ants respond to those food items in addition to categorizing food types and quality for those
additional food items.

About the Science
So the next goal of this project is to understand, in light of differences from place to place (how much rain there is, how hot it is,
how much food we leave out and how many buildings there are)
what determines how fast ants come to different kinds of food.
(Photo credit © untamedscience.com)

We have big predictions about what this should look like globally.
We think that in the tropics, many diverse kinds of ants get to all
the food faster than anywhere else. We think that in the desert
the ants are probably faster to get to water. But we don’t actually
know this anywhere in the world yet. (Image: CODAP screenshot
of all Ant Picnic sites so far)

What we especially don’t know is how what ants do in the wild of
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park or Peru or Copenhagen
compares to what happens in your backyard. This is where the
data you are collecting comes in; you will help us to see what’s
really going on at your picnic. (Photo credit © Natural History Museum of Denmark)

Ants at a cookie bait in Peru. (Photo credit © untamedscience.
com)

Join students and scientists around the world who have sampled
for Ant Picnic; ranging from students in Peru to the Crown Princess
Mary of Denmark. (Photo credit © untamedscience.com)

Material List
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Pure L-Glutamine powder in solution (20%-L glutamine from GNC)
Sugar Water (20% sucrose solution)
Salt Water (1% solution)
Water
Cotton balls
Pecan Sandies cookies (or a similar shortbread cookie)
Class Data Cards (included)
Bait Data Cards (included)
Photocopies of “Experiment in Progress” signs – one for each sample site if other people are present in
the collection site (included)
Sandwich sized Ziploc bags (12 total)
White 3×5 index cards (12 total)
Pencil for data recording and labeling

NOTE: this should be done on a nice warm day with little to no wind, you can also make smaller quantities of
baits. See the detailed lesson plan from the downloads section to get more directions.

Safety
All materials for this laboratory are safe for human consumption. If students have a nut allergy, or this experiment is conducted at a nut-free school, omit the Pecan Sandies treatment, which contains pecans.  Students
allergic to ants should be extra cautious, as some ants may sting or bite.

How to make the baits
Amino Acids in solution (20%-L glutamine) from GNC (protein):
Put 14 tablespoons (200g) of pure L-Glutamine powder in 1000mL of water
Sugar Water – 20% sucrose solution (sugar):
Put 14 tablespoons (200g) of sugar in 1000mL of water
Salt Water - 1% solution:
Put 2 teaspoons (10g) of salt in 1000mL of water

Class Discussion
Warm-up
As students arrive to class – teacher may choose to have the directions written on the board or projected so
that students can complete the task while the teacher takes roll or completes other administrative tasks:
• Take out a blank piece of paper and pen/pencil.
• Make a list of everything you have eaten over the past 48 hours.
• To the best of your abilities, categorize those food items by type (ex: meat, poultry, vegetable, starch,
etc.)
• 5 minutes.
After 5 minutes have elapsed, discuss different food types and varying qualities of each type. The teacher may
refer to the food pyramid available here: http://www.choosemyplate.gov/food-groups/ if no nutrition program
is available for students to reference.
Determine from student responses to discussion what the most common food that they all consumed in the
last 48 hours.   
Essential Questions (1-2 minutes each)
1. What types of food do we require for a healthy diet? (Answers will vary but the class should arrive at a
consensus that they need to consume a well-balanced diet along the lines of the food pyramid.)
2. What group of food types is bread, pasta or potatoes? (carbohydrates, starches)
3. Where do we get our protein from? (meats, poultry, eggs, beans and peas, soy products [tofu, tempeh],
nuts and seeds, seafood)
4. What food items contain fats or oils? (butter, oil, cookies, fried foods, etc.)
5. Do you think that ants like the same foods that we do? (answers will vary!)
Read excerpts from the Book of Common Ants
• Define the following critical vocabulary terms (this can be done in small groups, individually   or as a
class depending on availability of dictionaries or computers)
• Carbohydrate, protein, sugar, oil, Hymenoptera, Formicidae
• [Extension activity: in addition to the prescribed diet options, students can bring their own food
from home to test ant preferences and abundance – they will need to classify “their” foods but
these cannot be included in the common database; these will be listed on the data card under “Optional”]
The teacher may choose to have the directions written on the board or projected so that students can complete the task while the teacher takes roll or completes other administrative tasks:
• Take out a blank piece of paper and pen/pencil.
• Make a list of everything you have eaten over the past 48 hours.
• To the best of your Categorize those food items by their type (ex: meat, poultry, vegetable, starch,
etc.)
• 5 minutes.
After 5 minutes have elapsed, discuss different food types and varying qualities of each type. The teacher may
refer to the food pyramid available here: http://www.choosemyplate.gov/food-groups/ if no nutrition program
is available for students to reference.
• Determine from student responses to discussion what the most common food that they all consumed
in the last 48 hours.   

How to participate
Step 1: Gather the bait-making materials together – they’re all
food safe so there’s no requirement to do this in a lab. Not pictured is Pecan Sandies (shortbread cookies with pecans) because
we were eating them when this picture was taken. (Photo by Lea
Shell)

Step 2: While you’re at it, also gather up materials for labeling,
collecting ants and general data writing-down. (Photo by Lea Shell)

Step 3: Write some stuff down. Keep things honest by labeling
12 index cards with the bait types (cookie, water, salt water, sugar
water, oil, amino acids  -- 2x each) and locations (green or paved,
both for each bait type), this will keep things organized when you
find yourself with four tubes filled with clear liquid and a cotton
ball. (Photo by Lea Shell)

Step 4: Now mix the baits. Put 14 tablespoons (200g) of sugar in
1000mL of water to make a 20% solution. It won’t dissolve immediately, so you may need to help it by heating it and stirring it.
(Photo by Lea Shell)

Step 5: Like this. While you’re at it, label the flask or beaker with
“sugar” – in a few minutes it’s going to look just like “salt” and
“protein” and “water” – taste tests in the lab are highly discouraged and not as fun as you’d think. (Photo by Lea Shell)

Step 6: Make Amino Acids Solution. Add 14 tablespoons (200g)
of pure L-Glutamine powder in 1000mL of water to make a 20%
solution. Stir. Do some push-ups. (Photo by Lea Shell)

Step 7: Make salt solution. Add 2 teaspoons (10g) of salt to
1000mL of water to make a 1% solution. (Photo by Lea Shell)

Step 8: Soak cotton balls in the solutions. The trick is to keep
them all separate since they’ll look all the same really quickly, so
use those handy pre-labeled cards and bags. You’re going to do 2
cotton balls for each of the 5 liquid baits since they are going into
two different locations each (green and paved). (Photo by Lauren
Nichols)

Step 9: Crush some cookies. If you’re using cookie baits, smash a
quarter of a Pecan Sandies cookie and put it on the card when you
get outside. Don’t use cookies if you’re at a nut-free school;
EpiPens are not part of the [intended] excitement of citizen
science. (Photo by Lea Shell)

Step 10: Place the “green” set of baits outside, about one foot
(or a third of a meter) apart each. Leave the baits out for an hour.
(Photo by Lauren Nichols)

Step 11: Record the starting time for laying out baits and what the
temperature is outside in Celsius because it’s science. (Photo by
Lea Shell)

Step 12: Place the “paved” set of baits outside, again about the
same distance apart. Collect the baits after an hour on the ground.
Leave the baits out for an hour. (Photo by Lauren Nichols)

Step 13: Quick, like an ant-loving ninja, after an hour has passed,
pick up and zip up the ants/cards into a bag. Sometimes the ants
are really small, so do this for all of the baits. Warning: students
who are allergic to ants should not complete this task in the rare
likelihood that students will be stung or bit. (Photo by Lea Shell)

Step 14: Bring the ants inside and count how many are in each
bag (through the bag, do not open the bag inside) using the data
sheet to keep track. Record the data online using the link below.
Then, release the ants in the place where they were caught outside so they can make it back to their colonies. (Photo by Lea
Shell)

•

•
•
•

While in their groups, students count the number of ants in each bag. This is done three times for each
bag and then averaged. Have students count ants, write down their number and then pass the bag to a
different student in the group, write down the number and then the third student counts ants, writes
down their number and then averages the values.  Record values on Bait Data Card.
The teacher asks each group to record their averages for their baits on the board. Then each student
records these numbers on their individual Class Data Cards and ranks their actual preference.
At this time ants can be released out of doors (preferably near where they were collected) so they can
return to their colonies.
The students will then create a two-way table that shows an association between food types offered
and number of ants collected.

•
•
•

The students will make predictions about future experimental design.
The students will identify the most effective ant bait.
Data will be shared on the project website hosted at ants.yourwildlife.org

Enter Data Here
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1676ROKB_k76zrGNx8PkGqYBvHWXsizcyRFOwf2nrwts/viewform

Optional Activities
•
•

•

Identification of ants using our key to common ants. (requires microscope and freezing ants to kill)
- Compare their identified species to those located near your school at SchoolOfAnts.org
Students will count the number of ants on each food source and the number different types of ants
(getting an idea of overall biodiversity).
- Visually inspect ants to ensure that they are different. This additional data point would
demonstrate that more than one type of ant preferred the food type.
Bringing food from home, categorizing their food type, and including those food sources as additional
baits in the study. For the class data have students group food types (ie: all candies/sugars together, all
proteins together) and average those counts.  
- Double-check food type categorization and compare their findings to the general findings of the
class.

Supplementary Materials
All supplementary materials related to ants can be found at:
•
•
•

http://ants.yourwildlife.org/
Food and Diet information: http://www.choosemyplate.gov/food-groups/
Download the Book of Common Ants: https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/dr.-eleanors-book-common-ants/id634057983?mt=11

Assessments
Describe diet preferences for ants by using different food types to attract ants.
• The teacher assesses whether or not students are able to use quantified data from bait collection sites
to make predictions about the most preferred food type.
• Students rank food type preferences based on collected data.
Categorize food types by the quality of nutrients that they provide.
• Use pre-activity to informally assess student knowledge of nutrition and their abilities to adjust understanding as new knowledge is introduced. This should be done during the essential question/answer
session.
• What types of food do we require for a healthy diet? (Answers will vary but the class
should arrive at a consensus that they need to consume a well-balanced diet along the
lines of the food pyramid.)
• What group of food types is bread, pasta or potatoes? (carbohydrates, starches)
• Where do we get our protein from? (meats, poultry, eggs, beans and peas, soy products
[tofu, tempeh], nuts and seeds, seafood)
• What food items contain fats or oils? (butter, oil, cookies, fried foods, etc.)
• Do you think that ants like the same foods that we do? (answers will vary!)
• Additionally, understanding can be formally evaluated by looking at the class data card to ensure that

students understood what dietary requirements each bait type fulfilled.
• Bottle of Extra Virgin Olive Oil (oil)
• Pecan Sandies cookies broken into quarters (oil, sugar, protein)*
*If this experiment is conducted at a nut-free school omit this bait for allergy reasons.
• Amino Acids in solution (20%-L glutamine) from GNC (protein)
• Sugar Water – 20% sucrose solution (sugar)
• Salt Water - 5% solution (salt)
• Water – (control/nothing)
•

Quantify ant abundance based on food sources and quality.
• Students count ants at each bait site.
• The teacher formally assesses students by ensuring that student’s math is correct and complete
in the tables on the data cards.

Understand patterns of food quality and attractiveness to ants by constructing a table of food quality and
number of ants present.
Type of Food Source
Oil
Protein
Sugar
Salt
Control

Number of Ants Paved
Site
13
0
4
0
1

Number of Ants Green
Site
1
3
4
1
0

Total Number of Ants
14
3
8
1
1

Optional: Identify ant diversity at each food source.
Have students use our Urban Ant Key to identify ants using a microscope. This step will require a larger amount
of time allotted. An alternative activity would be to have students group ants by morphospecies (or what looks
alike by just the eye). This would allow students to get an idea of the overall biodiversity at each food type.  

Vocabulary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

carbohydrates: organic compounds with the general formula CnH2mOm. Common examples are sugars,
starch and cellulose.1
amino acids: An organic compound of the general formula H2N-CHR-COOH, where R can be one of 20
or more different side groups. An amino acid is so named because it has both a basic amine group,
-NH2, and an acidic carboxyl group, -COOH. Proteins are polymers of amino acids.1
protein: one of the most fundamental building substances in living organisms. A long-chain polymer
of amino acids with twenty different common side chains. Occurs with its polymer chain extended in
fibrous proteins, or coiled into a compact macromolecule in enzymes and other globular proteins.1
sugar: simple carbohydrate that is sweet-flavored.
oil: a triglyceride that is liquid at room temperature.1
Hymenoptera: the Order of insects that includes wasps, parasitic wasps, sawflies, bees and ants.2
Formicidae: the Family of insects that includes ants.2

Definition Sources:
1. 1Purves, William K., et al. Life: The Science of Biology. 6th ed. Massachusetts: Sinauer Associates, Inc.,
2001. Print.
2. 2Borror, Triplehorn and Norman F. Johnson. An Introduction to the Study of Insects. 6th ed. 1989. Saunders College Publishing. Print.

Standards Alignment
Next Generation Science Standards Science and Engineering Practices
• Asking Questions and Defining Problems
• Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
• Analyzing and Interpreting Data
• Using Mathematics and Computational Thinking
• Obtaining, Evaluating and Communicating Information
NC Essential Standards
• 8.L.3.1 Explain how factors such as food, water, shelter and space affect populations in an ecosystem.
• 8.L.5.1 Summarize how food provides the energy and the molecules required for building materials,
growth and survival of all organisms (to include plants).
Next Generation Science Standards
• MS-LS1-7 Within individual organisms, food moves through a series of chemical reactions in which it is
broken down and rearranged to form new molecules, to support growth, or to release energy.
• MS-LS2-1 Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for the effects of resource availability on
organisms and populations of organisms in an ecosystem. [Emphasis on cause and effect relationships
between resources and growth of individual organisms and the numbers of organisms in ecosystems
during periods of abundant and scarce resources.]
Common Core Math Content
• 8.SP.A.4 Understand that patterns of association can also be seen in bivariate categorical data by displaying frequencies and relative frequencies in a two-way table. Construct and interpret a two-way
table summarizing data on two categorical variables collected from the same subjects. Use relative
frequencies calculated for rows or columns to describe possible association between the two variables.

